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ABSTRACT

Changes in sea level along the coastal southeastern United States (U.S.) influence the dynamic coastal response. In particular, the Southeast Coastal Network (SECN) of the National Park Service (NPS) has exhibited evidence of fluctuations in sea level which caused coastal erosion. Airborne LiDAR acquired from NOAA for Fort Matanzas National Monument, Fort Pulaski National Monument, Charles Pinckney National Historic Site, and Cape Lookout National Seashore were analyzed to identify changes in both elevation and the spatial volume of unconsolidated sedimentary material in the coastal southeast over time. Areas that exhibited an increase (deposited material) or decrease (eroded material) in elevation were mapped across the study area from 2006 to 2018. Results indicate a quasi-cyclic process where unconsolidated sediment distribution and the morphodynamic equilibrium changes with time. The coastal zones are steadily oscillating between the process of erosion and deposition affecting the coastal geomorphological dynamic. The use of LiDAR for evaluating coastal sustainability and resiliency due to this environmental phenomenon is clear.

1. Introduction

The coastal southeast United States (U.S.) is highly susceptible to geomorphological and hydrogeological changes in response to relative sea level rise. Climate change increases both the quantity and intensity of storms which results in subsequent sea level rise\(^{[1-3]}\). Many variables play a role in the geomorphological and hydrological response to this shift. These variables are intrinsically connected, defining the interaction and link of hydrologic and geomorphic processes in both temporal and spatial dimensions\(^{[4,5]}\). The Atlantic Coastal Plain is extremely sensitive to sea level rise, causing accelerated erosion...
rates and changes in the amount of sediment deposited in coastal areas [8-11]. As this is representative of the hydrogeologic impact, the economic impacts are analogous to the direct damages of sea level rise [8-11].

Global mean sea level rise has risen about 21 centimeters (~ 24 centimeters) since 1880, with about a third of that coming in just the last two and a half decades [12]. By 2100, research suggests that sea level rise could exceed 2 meters, given the climate regulations continue at their current rates [13]. Along the southeastern US coastline, approximately 43% (~ 2,000 km) of the area is projected to have an increase in coastal erosion vulnerability by the 2030s, with respect to its present vulnerability [14]. Studies have shown that the coastal sediment budget, representing the sediment supply, is extremely vulnerable [14-17]. Coastal erosion is continuously altering the environment and mitigating its effects has become increasingly important. To meet the increasing demand for coastal resource management, remote sensing techniques are being used to provide rapid data acquisition of large areas that would normally require extensive and lengthy field surveys. Furthermore, the ability to use light detection and ranging (LiDAR) in both natural resource management and economic sustainability, creates the opportunity to distinctively characterize the coastal dynamic response at high spatial resolutions.

Typically, LiDAR is used in forest management to understand biomass dynamics as it was historically believed to show the greatest promise over these areas, however, its use in coastal applications has become a pivotal tool in coastal change detection [18,19]. The ability of LiDAR has garnered efficient, productive, and accurate measurements of topographical mapping [20-22]. LiDAR’s application enables rapid elevation data collection through repeated measurements of the observed topographic region [23]. The high spatial resolution data retrieved produce digital elevation models (DEMs) indicative of current and historical coastal geomorphological changes. The results have become an asset in improving the knowledge of complex coastal geomorphological processes creating better preventative and mitigating initiatives [24-26].

In recognition of the changes occurring along the coastal southeast US, the sediment budget has displayed both advanced and degraded material [27,28]. In this paper, we present the use of LiDAR in characterizing the spatial and temporal changes of the coastal southeast US, and quantify these changes at select National Park sites. More specifically to identify the temporal changes in elevation, and quantify the spatial volumetric changes of unconsolidated sedimentary material in the Southeastern Coastal Network (SECN) of the National Park Service (NPS).

In the acquisition of temporal LiDAR of SECN NPS sites, land cover data is used to represent the topographic features of the coastal southeast US through ArcGIS and ENVI LiDAR. The final outputs are presented in a GIS framework, providing a volumetric spatial change analysis detailing the specific areas where the erosional activity occurred (net loss) and where unconsolidated material was returned to the environment (net gain). This high-resolution LiDAR data not only exhibits the advantages of LiDAR to improve coastal water resources and the understanding of the coastal geomorphologic dynamic, but also its applicability in providing sustainability and resiliency of environmental change.

2. Study Area

The SECN of the NPS monitors seventeen national parks extending along the Atlantic coast from the North Carolina-Virginia border to Cape Canaveral, Florida providing natural resource management. The areas used in this study are Fort Matanzas National Monument (NM) in St. Augustine, Florida, Fort Pulaski National Monument (NM) in Savannah, Georgia, Charles Pinckney National Historic Site (NHS) in Sullivan’s Island, South Carolina, and Cape Lookout National Seashore (NS) in Harkers Island, North Carolina. The areas used for Fort Matanzas NM and Cape Lookout NS are within the SECN site boundaries, while the areas used for Fort Pulaski NM and Charles Pinckney NHS are in the vicinity of the SECN site boundary. These sites were selected as each is representative of the states in a longitudinal context along the southeastern US coastline covering 959 km (959,000 m).

The distance between each site location is as follows: Fort Matanzas NM to Fort Pulaski NM is 312 km (312,000 m), Fort Pulaski NM to Charles Pinckney NHS is 189 km (189,000 m) and Charles Pinckney NHS to Cape Lookout NS is 468 km (468,000 m). The climate within this region can be categorized as humid subtropical where a wide range of extreme weather and climate events persist [29,30]. The El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is key to understanding the interannual variations of the climate of the SECN. El Niño will usually have lower temperatures in winter and spring, increased winter precipitation, and fewer tropical systems [30]. Mean annual precipitation in the SECN is mostly consistent, however, precipitation increases towards the Atlantic coast. In each of the SECN NPS sites the mean annual precipitation is between 1,001-1,400 millimeters (mm)/year [30]. Along the Atlantic coastline precipitation is more present during the summer months. Temperatures in the SECN vary largely as a function of latitude and proximity to the coast. Mean annual temperatures are between 14.1 °C to 24 °C [30].
temperatures are higher in the southern states and lower in the northern states. Winter temperatures show a strong latitudinal gradient, while summer temperatures are moderate along the coast but warmer inland. Although the proximity of oceans generally moderates extreme temperature conditions with average summertime maximum temperatures around 30 °C, daytime temperatures can occasionally reach 40 °C [30].

Each of the sites is in the Atlantic Coastal Plain geologic province, where geomorphologic changes have occurred [31]. Fort Matanzas NM is located in the Southeastern Coastal Plain geologic province, specifically in the east central Floridan aquifer system (Figure 1). Within the site are saltwater marshes and freshwater wetlands underlain by a surficial aquifer, confining unit and the upper Floridan aquifer [32,33]. The surficial aquifer varies seasonally while containing sands, marl, peats, mud, and alluvium [31,34]. The upper Floridan aquifer contains materials from the Eocene to Miocene, where the Hawthorn, Suwanee limestone and Ocala limestone formations are present [33]. Separating the surficial aquifer from the upper Floridan aquifer unit is an unconformity where the Hawthorne formation is above the Suwannee limestone [35]. The Hawthorne formation contains interbedded sand, phosphatic clay, dolomite, and limestone [33]. Within the Suwannee limestone, silt and clay are present [33]. The Ocala limestone is separated by an upper and lower lithological unit. The upper member is a marine limestone with coquina and chert, whereas the lower member is a marine limestone with dolomite [33].

Figure 1. GIS-derived map of Fort Matanzas NM, Fort Pulaski NM, Charles Pinckney NHS, and Cape Lookout NS locations.

Fort Pulaski NM is located within the Atlantic Coastal Plain geologic province lying at the bottom most region of the Savannah River, which consist of salt marshes and hummocks (Figures 1 and 2). This site is composed of sand, peat, alluvium, unconsolidated material, clay, and beach sand [36]. Most of the material is of carbonates, while the younger rocks are clastic with limestone present near the surface and traces of glauconite underneath the limestone [36]. These materials are of the Late Cretaceous to Holocene with rocks of early Eocene to Oligocene [36]. The sands are of the Satilla, Coosawatchie, and Marks Head formations [37]. The Satilla Formation immediately underlies the land surface where it is composed of sand, clay, and silt deposited in shallow marine environments [38,39]. The Coosawatchie Formation is mostly comprised of silty clay, clay diatomite and phosphate sands [37,40]. These materials persist heavily, thus, they are divided into individual sedimentary units. The five-unit members are Tybee Phosphorite, Meigs, Berryville Clay (upper) Berryville Clay (lower) and Ebenezer formations [39]. In the Marks Head formation is predominantly of medium to coarse phosphate-calcareous sands [39,41]. These formations are in the Upper and Lower Floridan carbonate aquifer system where the layers are of limestone and dolomite [37]. The Upper and Lower Brunswick aquifers are present in this region [36]. The upper Brunswick aquifer is home to the Marks Head and members of Coosawatchie formations. The confining unit with the surficial aquifer above contains other members of the Coosawatchie formation except for the Ebenezer formation [37].

Charles Pinckney NHS is in the Atlantic Coastal Plain geologic province of South Carolina (Figure 1). In this region there are layers of surficial aquifer systems that are separated by an unconfined upper surficial aquifer composed of artificial till and a partially to fully confined lower surficial aquifer composed of sands [42]. Specifically, this site is underlain by confining units, Black Creek, Middendorf, and Cape Fear aquifer systems [43]. The confining unit between the Black Creek aquifer and Middendorf aquifer consists of sandy clay material [44]. This lithology is similar in the confining unit between the Middendorf and Cape Fear aquifers. Black Creek’s aquifer unit is composed of fine to medium sand where the aquifer’s thickness remains constant [45]. The Middendorf aquifer consists of thin, laminated layers of fine to medium sand and clayey material [44]. The layers of clayey material persist in Cape Fear’s aquifer unit, but it is separated by sand, silt, and gravel [44].

Cape Lookout NS is a member of the North Carolina Outer Banks, a barrier island within the Atlantic Coastal Plain geologic province (Figure 1). This site is underlain by surficial aquifers with confining units. Yorktown,
Castle Hayne, Beaufort, Peedee, Black Creek, Upper and Lower Cape Fear aquifer systems are composed of marine sediments \[46\]. The upper confined aquifer is part of the early Pliocene Yorktown Formation which is comprised of sand, partially consolidated shell beds and sandy limestone. Some of these sand and shell beds near the surface of the aquifer are of the Quaternary age \[47\]. The lower confined aquifer, Castle Hayne, is composed of medium to coarse grained limestone \[47\]. This aquifer is confined by the Pungo River formation of the early and middle Miocene age, where layers of clay, silty clay, and clayey sand persist \[46\]. The Pungo River Formation is the highest yielding aquifer in the North Carolina coastal plain \[48\].

Figure 2. Geologic map of southeast US. Data retrieved from the USGS State Geologic Map Compilation geodata-base of the conterminous United States.

3. Methodology

The methodology implemented in this study incorporates a series of steps designed to synthesize volumetric, spatial, and temporal changes using LiDAR (Figure 3). The LiDAR data acquired were retrieved from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), (https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/lidar/search/), in LAS format. The data were collected, categorized, and processed individually for each of the four respective SECN NPS sites. The processed data was used to create a change analysis both spatially and temporally. Using ENVI LiDAR 5.5, each acquired LiDAR dataset generated point clouds, orthophotos and DEMs (horizontal accuracy: 1-meter, vertical accuracy: 0.196 meters) to produce the base maps. From the production of the temporal LiDAR base maps detailing changes in elevation, the data were then used to provide a volumetric spatial change analysis. The volumetric spatial change analysis was used to detail specific areas where the erosional activity occurred (net loss) and where unconsolidated material was returned to the environment (net gain). Using the spatial analyst tool, the raster calculator calculated the difference from each year to generate a difference map. The difference maps were then edited by the Cut Fill tool to display the volumetric changes that were quantified and measured to visually represent the net gain/net loss of unconsolidated material.

Figure 3. Processing flow chart representing data acquisition, processing procedure, and final output of the LiDAR dataset. Each step in this series was used to display the temporal changes over the specified period and the spatio-temporal volumetric changes.
3.1 Data Acquisition

Before the LiDAR acquisition, the LiDAR system underwent calibration to verify the operational accuracy and misalignment angles. Boresight calibrations were performed for the LiDAR system at the beginning and end of each flight mission. LiDAR data was processed immediately after the acquisition to verify the coverage had no voids. The GPS/Inertia Measurement Unit (IMU) data was post-processed using differential and Kalman filter algorithms to produce the best estimates of unknown variables [49].

The vertical and horizontal accuracy was performed using a standard method to compute the root mean square error (RMSE) based on comparing ground control points and filtered LiDAR data points. Each compiled vertical and horizontal accuracy value met the 95th percentile confidence level requirements recommended by the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) when analyzing elevation generated by LiDAR. The horizontal accuracy quantitative value is 1 meter, and the vertical accuracy quantitative value is 0.196 meters (19.6 cm). The ASPRS guidelines follow the National Digital Elevation Program sections on vertical accuracy testing that follows the Federal Geographic Data Committee and the National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy [49]. The filtered LiDAR data represented the bare earth elevations from 2006 to 2018 for each NPS site (Table 1). The bare earth elevations collected multiple returns x, y, and z data as well as intensity data. This data was then compressed in a LAS binary file format containing the information specific to the LiDAR data (number of returns, intensity value, x, y, z, etc.). The LAS data was projected to input datum NAD83, the projection system was geographic longitude/latitude, and the input units were converted to meters [49]. As a result, the data acquired from NOAA are as follows:

3.2 LiDAR-based DEM Temporal Changes

In the acquisition of temporal LiDAR at each of the SECN NPS sites, land cover data were used to represent the topographic features of the coastal southeast US using ArcGIS and ENVI LiDAR. The topographic features detailed the elevation changes that have occurred at each of the sites.

ENV LiDAR was used to process the geo-referenced LiDAR point cloud data into geographical information system layers that were then produced in output formats for a 3D visual database. ENV LiDAR created Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) from the Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) to characterize the elevation of the site’s topography. Geospatial measurements of the point cloud data were used to provide accuracy of the existing topographic cover. Each point is classified by a value of elevation height to determine its class feature.

ENV LiDAR used the DTM to create the DEM by including vector data of the natural terrain and linear features. The vector data are composed of regularly spaced raw points and natural features of the observed area. The linear features used are representative of the shape of the bare-earth terrain. The regularly spaced raw points, vector data and linear features are used to augment a DEM providing its distinctive terrain features. To ensure DEM extraction from LiDAR data based on DTMs was accurate, a density map was generated to check the raw point density and coverage of the LiDAR data. Each of the LiDAR datasets had more than the recommended minimum of 5 to 6 points per square meter by L3 Harris Geospatial. Due to the dense raw dataset, ENV LiDAR identified features for extraction and avoided false readings including over-estimations of topographical features. Usage of Variable Sensitivity Algorithm for low density datasets was not performed.

ArcGIS was used to provide the final output of the processed LiDAR point cloud data in a GIS produced map. The base maps were used to create the different maps, which display the differences in elevation over a specified year. These maps detailed the elevation values of the processed LiDAR points acquired from NOAA. The maps provide a geographical representation of the temporal changes that have occurred over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fort Matanzas NM</td>
<td>0.30 m</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>0.30 m</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>0.20 m</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>0.30 m</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Pulaski NM</td>
<td>0.20 m</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0.24 m</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>0.20 m</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0.10 m</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Pinckney NHS</td>
<td>0.22 m</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.20 m</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0.23 m</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.23 m</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Lookout NS</td>
<td>0.20 m</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.23 m</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.20 m</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>0.20 m</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.20 m</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0.10 m</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Spatial Change Analysis

The temporal LiDAR base maps provided a volumetric spatial change analysis detailing erosional activity (net loss) and deposition (net gain). To identify the changes occurring spatially, the ArcGIS Cut Fill tool was applied. This tool analyzed topographic features at two different periods to identify the volumetric change by (1) identifying regions of erosional activity and deposition, (2) calculating the volume of sedimentary material, and (3) identifying inundated regions.

The Cut Fill tool displays regions of net loss and net gain from the attribute table of the output raster. Each raster represents a region’s volume, which is calculated for each cell, and the area, calculated by the number of cells in each region by the cell size. The volume is greater than zero in regions where the unconsolidated sedimentary material was cut, and less than zero where it was filled. This repeated spatial change analysis identified the erosional and depositional activity that has occurred.

4. Results

Each site analyzed in this study displays the temporal changes in elevation and the quantification of spatial volumetric changes of unconsolidated sedimentary material presented in a GIS framework. The LiDAR-based DEM temporal changes display the highest and lowest elevation for each year at each site. Of the temporal change analysis, the spatial changes occurring were displayed volumetrically to identify the deposited material and erosional activity occurring during specific years at each site.

Fort Matanzas NM, Fort Pulaski NM, Charles Pinckney NHS, and Cape Lookout NS are all depicted to display how each site individually changed temporally and spatially during the specified period time (Figures 4-11, Tables 2-5). Tables 2-5 present the net loss and net gain of the given total area for each output raster’s attribute table of the specified year. These tables detail the percentages of erosional and depositional activity that occurred spatially. The temporal changes were characterized by the acquisition of LiDAR derived DEMs for each location (Figures 4, 6, 8, 10). The earliest acquired DEM was selected as the base map to display how elevation changed from the base map’s year to each specified year. The spatial change maps were derived from the temporal change maps to represent the volumetric distribution of erosional activity and deposited unconsolidated sedimentary material (Figures 5, 7, 9, 11). These maps display the extent and location of where changes have occurred over the study period. Results show instances of elevation and volumetric changes of sediment though no consistent trend was found.

4.1 Fort Matanzas National Monument

LiDAR derived DEMs of Fort Matanzas NM displays the elevation changes that have occurred from 2006 to 2017. From 2006 to 2010 the elevation dropped a meter and there was a majority net loss of material occurring (Table 2) (Figure 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORT MATANZAS NATIONAL MONUMENT SPATIAL CHANGE ANALYSIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From 2006 to 2017, the elevation drops considerably within the middle of Fort Matanzas NM (Figure 4). During 2010 to 2017, the areas of the highest elevations, labeled in red, include the areas around the coastline and some of the inner portions of this coastal environment (Figure 4). As depicted in the images, the coastline is continuously altered as the elevation changes from year to year. From 2010 to 2013 the coastline is at its highest elevation, while from 2016 to 2017 the coastline continues to decrease. Near the Matanzas Inlet you see a consistent decline in elevation from 2010 to 2017. The eastern coastline displays higher elevation values in comparison to the inlet near Rattlesnake Island.
The volumetric change of unconsolidated sedimentary material at Fort Matanzas NM displays a net loss from 2010 to 2017. During this time period, the spatial extent of where the erosional activity occurred increased (Table 2). In 2010, there was a net loss of 81%, while in 2017, the net loss increased to 90% over the given area. Though much of the material displayed is a net loss, there is also a net gain.Outlined by the red color on the volumetric change maps, the eastern coastline shows where much of the sedimentary material was deposited back into the environment representing a net gain (Figure 5). Additionally, there is a net gain of material where tidal inlets are present. According to the spatial change analysis, from 2010 to 2017, there is a decrease in sedimentary material being deposited back into this environment (Table 2).

4.2 Fort Pulaski National Monument

From 2006 to 2017, the area near Fort Pulaski NM exhibited varied changes in elevation. The LiDAR derived DEMs of this coastal environment display how the elevation is fluctuating over a given period of time. From 2009 to 2010, elevation values display an increase towards the eastern coastline and within the intercoastal waterway, while from 2016 to 2018 the elevation decreased along the coastline (Figure 8). Along this coastline the elevation changes that occurred were in many of the same areas. From 2010 to 2018 the areas representing the highest elevation remained constant as well as the areas with the lowest elevation. Though much of the area remained constant, the data represent areas that both decreased and increased in elevation along the coastline (Figure 8).
Figure 5. Spatial change maps detailing the volumetric distribution changes of both deposited (net gain) and erosional activity (net loss) of unconsolidated sedimentary material at Fort Matanzas NM from 2010 to 2017. Each panel corresponds to the specified year: (a) 2010, (b) 2013, (c) 2016, and (d) 2017.
The volumetric change maps of this area show an overall net loss of unconsolidated sedimentary material from 2009 to 2017 (Table 3). In 2009, there was a net loss of 85% but the erosional activity that occurred from 2009 to 2010 decreased to 75% over the given area (Figure 6). In 2016 and 2017, there is an increase of unconsolidated sedimentary material with a net loss of 84% (Figure 7). The locations of where there is a net gain are similar during this temporal data collection. Material has been deposited back into this environment along the eastern coastline displaying a net gain of material in the tidal inlet between Little Tybee and Tybee Island. The most southern region along the coastline displays regions of a net gain where the majority of Material has been deposited back into this environment along the eastern coastline displaying a net gain of material in the tidal inlet between Little Tybee and Tybee Island. The most southern region along the coastline displays regions of a net gain where the majority of

Figure 6. LiDAR derived DEM difference maps generating three-dimensional elevation changes of the area near Fort Pulaski NM from 2006 to 2017. Each panel corresponds to the specified year: (a) 2006, (b) 2009, (c) 2010, (d) 2016, and (e) 2017.

Table 3. Spatial change extent of sedimentary material deposited (net gain) and areas where erosional activity occurred (net loss).

### SAVANNAH COAST SPATIAL CHANGE ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Area (m²)</th>
<th>Net Loss (m²)</th>
<th>Net Gain (m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1,018,432</td>
<td>870,192</td>
<td>148,240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>377,555</td>
<td>284,050</td>
<td>93,504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>931,287</td>
<td>785,213</td>
<td>146,074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>964,442</td>
<td>812,018</td>
<td>152,423</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Areas near Charles Pinckney NHS experienced fluctuating elevations from 2007 to 2016. From 2010 to 2016, the elevation increased along the coastline and within the intercoastal waterway, while from 2016 to 2018 the elevation decreased along the coastline (Figure 8). Along this coastline the elevation changes that occurred were in many of the same areas. From 2010 to 2018 the areas representing the highest elevation remained constant as well as the areas with the lowest elevation. Though much of the area remained constant, the data represent areas that both decreased and increased in elevation along the coastline (Figure 8).

Figure 7. Spatial change maps detailing the volumetric distribution changes of both deposited (net gain) and erosional activity (net loss) of unconsolidated sedimentary material at Fort Pulaski NM from 2009 to 2017. Each panel corresponds to the specified year: (a) 2009, (b) 2010, (c) 2016, and (d) 2017.
Figure 8. LiDAR derived DEM difference maps generating three-dimensional elevation changes of the area near Charles Pinckney NHS from 2007 to 2018. Each panel corresponds to the specified year: (a) 2007, (b) 2010, (c) 2016, and (d) 2018.
The volumetric change maps inform us that even though there is an overall net loss of unconsolidated sedimentary material, the volume fluctuated between 2010 to 2018 (Table 4). In 2010, erosional activity occurred at approximately 89%, decreased to 87% in 2016, and then increased to 89% in 2018. This suggests the unconsolidated sedimentary material fluctuated between a net gain and loss (Figure 9). The net gain is mostly in the southernmost region, while also visible in the tidal inlets near the Isle of Palms (Figure 9).

4.4 Cape Lookout National Seashore

The LiDAR derived DEMs of Cape Lookout NS depict a coastal environment that has continuously changed from 2012 to 2018. Elevations decreased from 2012 to 2014, increased from 2014 to 2016, and decreased from 2016 to 2018 (Figure 10). The difference maps also display areas along the coastline where the lowest elevation (western coastline) values remain constant along with the areas of higher elevation (eastern coastline) (Figure 10). The center of this coastal environment displayed topography that remained nearly consistent.

The volumetric change maps of Cape Lookout NS display a majority net loss of unconsolidated sedimentary material. The spatial change analysis shows how erosional activity decreased from 2014 to 2016, but then increased in 2018 (Table 5). This coastal environment displays that most of the erosional activity occurring is around the coastline, while the unconsolidated sedimentary material being deposited back into this environment is more inland (Figure 11). Noticeably, there is a drastic change from 2014 to 2016, where the inland portions of this region shifted from a net loss to a net gain (Figure 11). This depiction indicates how coastal environments can change over time. The volumetric distribution along the coastline shows a net gain, while the majority is a net loss. Identification of differences in the unconsolidated sedimentary material of this coastline is evident from 2014 to 2018. The inland portions of this region experienced the most change spatially. From 2014 to 2016, there was an increase of 47% of unconsolidated sedimentary material deposited back into this region, but in 2018 the volumetric distribution changed, resulting in a net loss of 60% (Table 5).

Table 4. Spatial change extent of sedimentary material deposited (net gain) and areas where erosional activity occurred (net loss).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SULLIVAN’S ISLAND COAST SPATIAL CHANGE ANALYSIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Area (m$^3$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Area (m$^3$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Area (m$^3$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Gain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Spatial change extent of sedimentary material deposited (net gain) and areas where erosional activity occurred (net loss).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Area (m²)</th>
<th>Net Loss (m²)</th>
<th>Net Gain (m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>242,790</td>
<td>217,203</td>
<td>25,587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>672,972</td>
<td>587,863</td>
<td>85,109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>846,323</td>
<td>755,791</td>
<td>90,532</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Cape Lookout National Seashore

The LiDAR derived DEMs of Cape Lookout NS depict a coastal environment that has continuously changed from 2012 to 2018. Elevation decreased from 2012 to 2014, increased from 2014 to 2016, and decreased from 2016 to 2018 (Figure 10). The difference maps also display areas along the coastline where the lowest elevation (western coastline) values remain constant.

Figure 9. Spatial change maps detailing the volumetric distribution changes of both deposited (net gain) and erosional activity (net loss) of unconsolidated sedimentary material at Charles Pinckney NHS from 2010 to 2018. Each panel corresponds to the specified year: (a) 2010, (b) 2016, and (c) 2018.

Figure 10. LiDAR derived DEM difference maps generating three-dimensional elevation changes of Cape Lookout NS from 2012 to 2018. Each panel corresponds to the specified year: (a) 2012, (b) 2014, (c) 2016, and (d) 2018.
Table 5. Cape Lookout NS spatial change extent of sedimentary material deposited (net gain) and areas where erosional activity occurred (net loss).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Area (m²)</th>
<th>Net Loss</th>
<th>Net Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>594,181</td>
<td>449,294</td>
<td>144,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>638,251</td>
<td>337,810</td>
<td>300,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>605,340</td>
<td>363,235</td>
<td>242,105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. Spatial change maps detailing the volumetric distribution changes of both deposited (net gain) and erosional activity (net loss) of unconsolidated sedimentary material at Cape Lookout NS from 2014 to 2018. Each panel corresponds to the specified year: (a) 2014, (b) 2016, and (c) 2018.

5. Discussion

The coastal southeastern US has experienced the effects of sea level rise, storm frequency, and changes in climatic regimes that have caused this coastal region to be unstable. The steadily climbing sea level and increases in storm activity and intensity, threaten these coastal zones by making them susceptible to extreme flooding events, inundation, and erosion. These changes were demonstrated in this study using LiDAR at selected SECN NPS sites along the southeastern USA (Figures 4-11). Results indicated that though erosional activity was present, there was a net gain of sedimentary material returned within the sites (Figures 5, 7, 9, 11). Temporal erosion and longshore transport of sediment are results of the ever-changing climate producing storm surges and relative sea level rise.

Spatially distributed erosion occurred from 2006-2018 at each of the sites. In the data presented, Fort Matanzas NM displayed a steady decline in net gain of unconsolidated sedimentary material, while the areas near Fort Pulaski NM, Charles Pinckney NHS and Cape Lookout NS display how the geomorphology is steadily oscillating between erosional and depositional processes (Tables 2-5). It is clear the sediment budget of each of these coastal sites can
change in response to fluctuations of coastal depositional and erosional processes. The erosion that is occurring is in response to relative sea level and changes in climatic regimes, but what is most important is that these causes represent the quasi-cyclic phenomena. This phenomenon represents how the unconsolidated sediment distribution and morphodynamic equilibrium change from the influence of fluctuating climatic regimes. These processes are not just exclusive to the coastal southeastern US but are found in other regions as well. As the variability and frequency of these events continue, the impact of longshore transport on these coastal zones is unforeseen.

Throughout the study period, unconsolidated sedimentary material was either eroded or deposited at these SECN NPS sites, however there was an overall net gain. This is most notable along the coastlines (Figures 5, 7, 9, 11) where eroded areas had new material deposited causing the overall net gain. There are multiple processes that can cause this coastal morphodynamics, however, longshore sediment transport is evident. Longshore sediment transport depends on many factors, but the direction and speed of the longshore current primarily depend on the direction and height of the wave energy. Though these are highly variably, and the wave energy is dependent on the transport gradient under varying wave conditions, the sites indicate this process is plausible (Figures 5, 7, 9).

For example, Cape Lookout NS shows longshore currents have caused repeated oscillation of eroded and deposited sediments under various conditions. Previous studies at Cape Lookout NS have shown evidence of longshore sediment transport just as the findings of this study. Along the coastal southeastern US, storm surges pose an imminent threat to coastal geomorphology. In 2016 a Category 5 hurricane, Hurricane Matthew, occurred in the coastal southeastern US causing inundation from precipitation in a geologically unstable coastal zone. Post-Hurricane Matthew LiDAR datasets from this study show the impact of such hurricanes (Figures 5, 9, 11). The amplitude of the storm surge created the abnormal rise of sea level by wind energy. The wind energy produced strong tides and currents causing coastal erosion to increase. Erosional activity and longshore sediment transport events changed the volumetric distribution of unconsolidated sedimentary material of the coastal zone.

These elevational changes demonstrate how change in the land surface can impact the coastal hydrogeologic framework. Coastal recharge and discharge drainage networks can be altered with changes in sedimentary material. Within this coastal zone there are both shallow and deep aquifers, thus, each respond differently. The shallow aquifers are more responsive to the immediate climatic regimes, while the deeper aquifers have a delayed reaction. However, each aquifer is important as they each contribute to the coastal groundwater system of the coastal southeastern US.

5.1. Efficacy of Airborne LiDAR

LiDAR serves as a critical tool in understanding temporal and spatial topographic changes in the coastal southeastern US. LiDAR offers capabilities that allow researchers the opportunity to acquire large-scale elevation and derived topographic data for interpretation. The performance of the 3D laser scanners has advanced the speed and accuracy of assessing geomorphological changes within these coastal zones (Figures 4-11). The 3D lasers can take millions of precise measurements by examining the earth’s topographical features through volume and elevation. This ability highlights the success and scientific merit of observing the elevation and volumetric changes occurring in this study. The high accuracy and relative surface reflectance to define the topographic features are key in understanding erosional activity and where unconsolidated sediment is being deposited.

The defined topographic features are in part due to LiDAR’s capabilities, while also using an appropriate ground truth validation technique to identify coastal changes. Through ENVI LiDAR, point cloud classification was applied to identify each class feature determined by the value of elevation height. These class features provide the capability to extract the necessary data related to various features on the surface. Point cloud classification displays the ability to be an appropriate approach to ground truth validation for the extraction of ground features representative of the earth’s surface. This capability removed all roads, bridges, and buildings to accurately represent each region’s surface. This technique will assist in providing accurate resource management to future studies on coastal environments.

Although more investigations are needed to understand the geomorphological changes that are occurring temporally and spatially, the remote sensing techniques used are advantageous. (1) Observations and investigations were performed remotely using available public domain datasets. (2) Surface data represented high sample density while not being affected by extreme weather conditions. (3) Data were acquired inaccessible areas with no geometric distortions. (4) The vast datasets provide the opportunity to identify relationships and new insights to better understand these coastal zones. The remote sensing techniques used through the acquisition of temporal LiDAR provided an appropriate representation of the geomorphological changes occurring.
5.2 Limitations and Applicability

This study provides sound results in distinctively describing the geomorphology of the coastal southeast US, along with some limitations that provide an opportunity for further research. First, the temporal LiDAR datasets aren’t collected at the same time. This is important because the time in which the climatic regimes persist per unit area must be accounted for to characterize and understand which processes are occurring in an entire coastal zone. Second, under certain conditions elevation errors can occur while on water surfaces. This can produce a return value that is unreliable due to the height of the water depth affecting the reflection of the pulses. These errors are corrected by vertical and horizontal accuracy when using a standard method to compute the root mean square error (RMSE). Vertical accuracy is assessed by the fundamental accuracy value calculated at the 95th percentile confidence level as a function of the RMSE. The 95th percentile indicates that 95 percent of the errors in the dataset have absolute values of equal or lesser value, while 5 percent of the errors will be of larger value. Thus, there is approximately a 5 percent error. In suspected inundated areas where there was no return signal, no interpolation was applied. ENVI will interpolate the elevation data for missing data, however, this interpolation can result in false readings. Lastly, access to LiDAR data is limited. The temporal LiDAR data acquired for Fort Matanzas NM and Cape Lookout NS were in the SECN site boundaries, however, data acquired for Fort Pulaski NM and Charles Pinckney NHS were not in the SECN site boundary. The LiDAR data presented represented an area in the vicinity of the Fort Pulaski NM and Charles Pinckney NHS SECN site boundaries. The quality of this study is not only relevant to the advancement of understanding the coastal dynamic response, but it also presents efficient results with limited LiDAR derived datasets over the selected sites [21,57,58].

6. Conclusions

The southeast of the US is composed of numerous SECN NPS sites and each has experienced coastal changes. Outlined in this paper, Fort Matanzas NM, the area near Fort Pulaski NM, the area near Charles Pinckney NHS, and Cape Lookout NS, were analyzed to understand the geomorphic changes occurring through the acquisition of temporal LiDAR derived datasets. These sites represented a portion of the coastal southeastern US to display the usefulness and versatility of processed LiDAR. Identifying the temporal changes in elevation and quantifying the spatial volumetric changes of unconsolidated sedimentary material allows for further understanding of the coastal dynamic response of the coastal southeast. This temporal and spatial change analysis displayed the vulnerability of these coastal zones due to elevation changes. In some cases, the elevation changes occur rapidly, but in other cases they occur over extended periods. Fort Matanzas NM displayed a 1-meter decrease in elevation from 2006 to 2017. Also, these elevation changes fluctuate causing these coastal zones to be unstable, presenting the opportunity for continuous change. Fort Matanzas NM elevation increased from 2010 to 2013 but decreased from 2016 to 2017 along the coastline. Fort Pulaski NM elevation increased from 2009 to 2010 and decreased in 2016. Charles Pinckney NHS elevation increased by 1-meter from 2010 to 2016 and decreased by 1-meter between 2016 to 2018. Cape Lookout NS elevation increased from 2012 to 2014, decreased from 2014 to 2016 and decreased from 2016 to 2018 on a magnitude of 2-3 meters. With respect to the coastal sediment budget, the volumetric spatial change of sedimentary material responded in conjunction with the elevation changes, however, the changes were not consistent. In areas in which there was a net gain/net loss of returned sedimentary material, the elevation increased and in areas where there was a net loss/net gain displaying erosional activity, the elevation decreased. Fort Matanzas NM displayed a 7% increase in erosional activity from 2010 to 2013, 1% increase from 2013 to 2016, and a 1% increase from 2016 to 2017. From 2009 to 2010 erosional activity in Fort Pulaski NM decreased by 10% but increased by 9% in 2016. Charles Pinckney NHS erosional activity decreased by 2% from 2010 to 2016 but increased in 2018 by 2%. Cape Lookout NS erosional activity decreased by 23% from 2014 to 2016 but increased in 2018 to 60%. These volumetric changes infer the climatic regimes that are persisting in the southeast US expose these coastal zones to instability. The quasi-cyclic phenomena that are occurring are due to these coastal zones being exposed to fluctuating climate regimes. As a result, there are different erosional processes and longshore sediment transport affecting the coastal hydrogeological and geomorphological dynamic.

The use of processed LiDAR derived data has furthered the understanding of coastal environments. The ability to use remote sensing techniques has offered the opportunity to identify the changes in geomorphology and its relationship with the climatic regime effects. As technology advances, new tools emerge, and more datasets are produced, the high-resolution data will improve coastal water resources and their applicability in providing sustainability and resiliency of coastal geomorphological change.
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